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Responsiv~s·s Of Popejoy Hall. Q·uestiOned
r~

·

· By JON BOWMAN
.
, ..
Charges of "unresponaiveness to litudents" al.d ~
"a lack of written policy'' were leveled yesterday ~;,:
against the Popejoy HaU Board of Directors by v;~
Stuart Goldberg, ASUNM liaison with the Bolll'd. · '.~!
The charges were made during a heated session ~.;
of the Board ~hich meets at least twice a year to .;<>.
~~~ •
decide policy and budget for the hall.
Besides William Martin, director for Popejoy,
,....
the Board is composed of members representing
j.!
~.
the community and the university's faculty,
administration and students.
Goldberg, recently appointed by ASUNM Pr~a.
Gil Gonzales, first voiced a complaint about
Popejoy's new policy of requiring student
subscribers of the CUltural Series to present an
athletic card before being admitted to a program.
According to Goldberg, ,.The policy Willi made
•rbitrarily. Students weren•t notified of it
through the LOBO or through KUNM. 'Jlte
students were simply ipored."

New Mexico
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William Martin,
made the decision to
\J!titute the· ID policy, dated that subscribers
0
~e notified by mail of the change and that
·~ ~joy ·is paying for the athletic cards of those
su~cribers who have not alreac!y received them,
tlte ldso added that graduate students could use
..F tliill, driver'e .license in lieu of the athletic card,
$ as :!ey are not covered by the ASUNM charter,
"""4
pold,berg then charged Popejoy with
~ unresponsiveness, saying that Popejoy's policies
. are unclear and that student wishes are
considered after those of the community.
Martin asked Goldberg to cite specific cases of
the latter and Goldberg stated, "I personally
know of many student organizations who've
tried to get the facility and who've been put off.
I can't name them. They wish to remain
confidential."
.
Martin then state_d, ,.Popejoy exists for the
cultural upliftinll of the university and the
community. We let student organizations use the

facility if they fit this format, but we don't allow
anyone to u.se the hall for money making
purposes only,'
"If a fratemity ,hired Bob Hope to lecture here
in· order to raise ' funds for themselves, we
wouldn't allow it. We also don't bring ethnic acts
here just because they're ethnic. 'l'hey have to be
good artists."
.
Martin went on to say, "the Cultural Program
Committee decides which acts to bring and
students can be on it. But the p~tst has shQwn
that the students on the. committee never attend
meetings. They don't use the channels they have.
If they did, we'd listen."
Another point raised by Goldberg was the lack
of local talent appearing in the Hall.
.
Martin, in answer to this, stated that Popejoy
actively recruits ,.local talent." He c;Jited use of
the facility by the Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Company, Classics Theatre, Children's Theatre,
Ballet Theatre and the Opera Theatre. ·
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~~·J~~oycott Committee To.Ask

i

APS To Boycott Le~uce
By SARAH SEIDMAN
lettuce in their school lunch
Th·e Albuquerque Boycott programs.
Committee (ABC) plans to ask
"We have a huge need for
Albuquerque Public Schools· people willing to put a constant
(APS) for:.; a.. J»gy.cptt on ,all .. effort into,. piekeqng.. the city,"
non-union lettuce, Linda Tetreaultaid.
• ·
· ·
Tetreault, eochairperaon of the
The K-Mart atore on 4208
committee said at a meeting last Central SW (aerou the l'iver) is the
night.
site of a picket line this Friday
The ABC is continuing its and the committee wanta to fill
efforts to rid the city of all scab the can leaving at 4:30 from the
produce despite the city council'• Chicano Studies building here on
defeat of a propOIIal which would eampU&.
have boycotted all non·union
ABC picketed the Foodway
lettuce and grapes.
stores and won an agreement to
APS is not under city council remove all non·union grapes on
control and uae1 a large supply of Saturday., but the food chain

;

•reneged on the deal. ..The
manager didn't tell us," explained
one storepenon.
Safeway atores have also been
picketed: wi~hout appa.rent
succeu,"'and t.fu;··oJobe "store on
Lomu agreed to remove all their
scab grapes after picketing by the
committee. ~
Gallo, Guild, and franzia wines
are also under boycott and ABC
had contacted Okie's, Kelly's, The
Quarters, and Bird of Paradise u
well u various other liquor chains
reminding them not to buy
non-union wines.
Tetreault said the ineuure took
effect after Ernest Gallo came to
Albuquerque to encourage the
liquor dealers to aell more Gallo.
The ABC was organized four
yean ago when the United Farm
Workers had their contracts
broken by the Teamsters Union,
who aigned sweetheart contracts
with the growers ·without worker
elettions or consent.
Twenty people form the core
of Albuquerque's organization,
but Tetreault said that they
· usually get "about fifty people to
picket" when needed. The group
· went to Califomia this summer to
work for Caeiar Cha\'ez's union
and came back in July to begin
organizing the city council
proposal to remove all non-union
produce.
The motion was defeated in a
tie vote of the council, but "the
extensive coverage by the media
at least brought the issue back
into public view," Tetreault said.

Juniper, a gay counseling service, sucCf!«<ed in getting
ASUNM senate funding, but Pres. Gil Gonzales has promised to
~to the bill. UNM psychologists, psychiatrists and counselors
were informally polled by the Lobo to determine what· the
professional opinion of Juniper was. Foi the results see page 3.
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The committee plans to stage a
three·day fast and vigil before
'111anksgiving to publicize their
drive with the Interfaith Council
of Churches to collect .food to
send to UFW.
The SUB and dining halls on
UNM's campus use only union
lettu~ through the Hutchinsdn
Fruit Company,
Inct •..
.
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The A/bq. Boycott Committee is going to ask the Albq.
Public School System to boycott non-union lettuce.

See Page3

ORCA Supports
·New Tenant Act

The chief supporter of the bill
is the Office of Consumer Affairs
Recently a burglar gained and Research (ORCA) at UNM.
URLTA would enable those
en trance to a rented home
involved
to deal with 11violations
through a broken window that the
landlord had promised to repair rather than interpretations (of the
law)," said Michael Benavidez,
ten days earlier. ·
1be tenant is attempting to chairman of ORCA.
He said that present
hold the landlord liable for her
landlord/tenant
provisions in NM
losses,·but the ease may never get
to court because there is no Jaw in are "outdated and orientated to
New Mexico specific enough to agricultural days,. when land was
the main issue and the tenant
deal with the problem.
To help set guidelines for prepared his dwelling on his own.
Thomas Esquibel of the Clinical
handling landlord/tenant rights
and responsibilities, a measure Law Program stated that most
called the Uniform Residential statutes presently on the books
Landlord/Tenant Act (URLTA) are old and that most
. will be presented to the 197 4 NM • investigations are handled as
individual cases rather than as
State Legislature.
statutes.
URLTA was drafted in 1969 by
"Landlords traditionally had
the National Conference of
Comtnissioners on Uniform State the most money and influence
Laws and sets up goals which and also .the favor of the law,"
srud Esquibel, adding that U!nants
would:
-Equalize the bargaining therefore rent at their own risk
positions of landlords and tenants, and must practice the "Buyer '·
-Force landlords to meet Beware;; approach.
Local opposition. to URLTA is
minimum standards for providing
headed by Howard Parsons of the
safe and liveable housing, ...
-Spell out the responsibilities AI bu querque Homebuilders
of tenants for maintaining the Association. He said that his
qualitY.. or their housing units, and group feels that URLT A "is not
--Insure tenants the right to clear cut."
occupy a dwelling as long as they
The group's measure, which
fulfill their responsibilities.
(Continued, on pag~ 5)
By LYNDA SPARBER
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.Students Are Cartoon-Reading C'ommuters
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
· The second and third most campus investigations while 16 ORCA concerning student
Random surveys taken by the important 1ssu<ls to tb<l stud<lnts disagreed and 87 said they liked support of AMISTAD, but few
UNM Office of Research and were budget reform to increase "Doonesbury" with only si:~C responses were received and it was
Consumer Affairs. (ORCA) in student financial aids and commenting to the contrary.
September indicated that students govemmental funding for child
Whe11 asked which section of
DOONESBURY
at UNM arl! mostly day care co-ops.
the LOBO they read the most, 95
'cartoon-reading commuters,
They also wanted the students responded. Eighteen said
0 ne survey showed that committee to look into action to they read all sections, 13 said
II/HAT?( YOI/ HI/&T
students rated the establishment reform rape laws, legalization of Doonesbury, 12 answered
8/i f(IPP!NGi f«JO
of a uniform residential marijuana and lowering thll classified ads and 10 liked the
Y6W<~> OF AtT/iRNATIVf
landlord/tenant act in New drinking age to 18.
&ffRV!Cf? AfTffR /lllfAT
editorials.
Wff'VE 8fi£N THROI/611"1
Me:~Cico as the most important
In the survey taken concerning
Only eight students said 'they
J
issue for the Lobby Committee to the LOBO, students were asked did not read the LOBO.
pursue. Another showed that the what kind of news they would
The LOBO poll al~o asked
most popular feature published by like to see in the paper and wh'ieh ·students if they thought the
the Daily LOBO is "Doonesbury ," section they read the most.
library should give some type of
a syndicated cartoon strip by Gary
Thirty-four of the 61 students receipt for the return of library
TJ:udeau.
responding to the first que1>tion material. Ninety-nine responded
Two hundred students were said they wanted more national and 74 said yes. The survey
.questioned in each survey. In the and international news and 30 attributed that response to a
Lobby Committee survey, those wanted more campus news. Only library practice of losing returned
students who responded were 17 wanted to know more about books and charging the Joss to
asked to rate the importance of local happenings.
students,
·
various issues.
Si:~Cty-si:~C students said they like
Another survey was taken by
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determined that a large amount of !j,
students had not heard of the Q
I:)
program.
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by Garry Trudeau
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BLUE GRASS

By JERRY DUMAS

-

.•••
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Blue Skies
Presents

"'

BEF-Too. Many Duties
members. The members are all within the BEF is that of
appointed by ttie governor and Executive Secretary which is filled
Have you ever wondered who serve for a term of sil' years. by· a professional in the field of
was responsible for your being in These appointees are supposed to education, This post is currently
a class with 700 other represent both political parties held by Bill McConnell. His job is
undergraduates, or why tile equally at all times, The voting to oversee all the programs and to
person teaching you was a members each represent certain develop and ·research ideas to
graduate assistant or even who counties and must reside within present to the board for a vote.
you can bitch ·to about it?
them. For instance our district McConnell has held this position
All of the above are directly or includes Sandoval, Valencia and since 1960. He is aided by an
indirectly the results of actions Bemalillo counties.
assistant executive secretary and
The two non-voting members an associate secretary. These three
taken by the Board of Educational
Finance (BEF). The board is an are to be picked annually by the positions form the staff nucleus.
agency of the state government governor from the student body
The BEF is very accessible and
whose responsibility is to oversee presidents of the state universities. likes to receive feedback. If you
the financial aspects of all public- Presently these are Tom Gonzales have a question you would like
institutions of higher learning in
of Highlands and Kathy Southard answered or a suggestion for your
New Me:~Cico.
of Eastern.
representative, direct it to the
Their duties were recently -·-!.~. . !!.t.~st powerful po~ition BEF offices in the state capitol.
---· "'--···-·-- -·expanded to include all post
secondary education. This means
that the BEF regulates the funds
that provide teachers' salaries.
They do not regulate the amount
each teacher is paid, but they do
tnake available the pool of funds
to pay all professors.
Not only do they regulate pay
......
but the BEF also oversees the
total budget of these secondary
institutions. This includes
.~"'
athletics, maintenance, physical
GY
plant administration and any
~<..~
........•••••
other areas of funding.
"'~
~~,~
This alone is a big job, but· the
~~
state government has seen fit to
cP-Qi
~.,.,
pile on a plethora of other
responsibilities to the tune of one
.....·'•••••••• .....,..~"\).\f::J
per session. 'I'hese ne\v•areas are:
approval of graduate programs,
capital outlay projects,
••••••
••••
out·of-state travel· by personnel,
junior and branch colleges,
student· fee increases and
administration of state student
loans.
It is easy to see that they
cartnot concent1'ate on all these
.~areas at once.
The board is comprised of
thirteen members with voting
rights and two. non·voting
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COME Off IT, H!INI YOI/
8ff~N
THINK A F!Vf YMI<
10/JiJH, fX/1.& IS SOHG SOI(T
H/15/TP or1'/CNIC?/NO FAMI/.'1,
I
NO fRiffN{)S, Attti4Y5
.
I
ON THf Rf/N(..

.........

Doc Watson & Merle Watson

Doonesbury was found to be the most widely read part of the
LOBO. International news was second.
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mflde to express.
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The Clear Di.tcb
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October 4, at the Civic
Tickets $3.50 & $4.50
50c discount to students
Ticket Locations-SUB Box Qffice Civic Box Office
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If you are feel up with iynthetlcs,
cheap ImpOrts, stuH that claims
to be "lust as good", rejoice,

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (506) 2774102, 277-4202
The Now lfuleo Dalb' Lobo Ia J>Ubo
llahecl lfond~ throqh Frida!' every
regular week of the Unlverolty :r..r
and .weekly durlnlr the oummer oeulon
by the Board of Studont Publication• of
the Unl....,.oity of New Mexico, and Ia
not tlnanciaUy ...... rated with UNM.
Second cluo I>Oitll&'e »aid at Albuquerque, New .Mexleo 87131. SubecriJ>ti~n
rate lo uo.oo for tho academic .year.
_'l'he oJ>Inlono ~.PI'eloed on the ecll·
torfal . PilrOI of ·The Dally Lobo are
th- of the autbor IIG!el,.. Unor..necl
OJ>in!On I• that of the editorial bOard
of Tho Daily Lobo. Nothin1r printed in
The DallY Lobo noc018ariiF rePr•onta
the vlewa of the Uni••!Nitlr of New
Mexico.

Cold Draft Beer Available

Genuine FRYE boots, from the
new American collection, Allleather, bench-crafted, boots for
toclay's men and women.

1123 CENTRAL N.E.
(505) 842·8565

. ALB.,N.t1.

Monterey Bootwear
926 Juan Tabo N.E.
Lomas at Juan Tabo N.E.
Ph: 294·0050
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Are Editorial
PrerogatiVes The·
Real Question 7
By SCOTT EATON
The ASUNM senate voted almost unanimously Wednesday to ask the Student
Publications Board to investigate the LOBO for alleged "unethical practices." The
resolution gave no indication, no clue whatsoeve:r. a$ to whqt, the~ :•unethical
practices" might be. The senate held no debate on the •resohltion before it was
passed, and in fact no senator even questioned what "unethical practices" meant.
But Jet·~ face it, the chief sponsor of the resolution, Sen. P. M.
DUffey-Ingrassia, had earlier attempted tp physically pr~ent the LOBO from
publishing by or~anizing an occupation of the LOBO offices. She did this, she
said, because she was "Incensed" by the opif!lons presented in a LOBO column.
That attempt to trample the first amendment to the U.S. Constitution seems a bit
unethical if not absolutely illegal in itself.
If publishing a controversial opinion on the editorial page of·a newspaper is
what the senate considers an "unethical practice," what do they consider an
.•ttempt by one of their own to physically force the shut-down of a newspaper?
The government and the press have been traditional rivals. What If Richard
- 'Nixon had attempted to physically shut down the Washington Post or had
· ordered investigations into the paper at the height of the Watergate revelations? It
will indeed be a sad day when the government is able to hold the media under its
control.
.
That sad day may already be close at hand at UNM. Last semester the senate
cut the LOBO's funds about 30 per. cent. This semester they ask for an
investigation Into nebulous "unethical practices." What next?
••
. The ASUNM senate still controls at least some of the money the LOBO needs
. In order to publish. In effect the senate has monetary control over the LOBO.
· Does the government have the power to force the shutdown of the press when
· it disagrees with it? Senator Duffey-Ingrassia seems to feel she has that power.
There Is not one LOBO staff member who has any fear of an investigation,
· assuming the publications board finds grounds for such an investigation. In fact an
Investigation would no doubt show the LOE!O in a better light. For example, the
editorial staff took significant pay cuts this semester so as to be able to hire a
larger staff than the LOBO has ever had before.
.
. .
.
d f . If I
t
II th
. I 'nt Of ~pre
An mvest.lgatlon, In an o' ltse •. s no rea V e cru~la .POl .
"'
seriousness IS the governments growmg tendency to estabhsh Itself as a body
powerful enough to control the press by monetary and other means.
A free press no longer has meaning if its freedom is defined by the government.
Scott Eaton
Managing Editor

·-------Opinion-------~~~~~~~
In view of the conduct of the gallery at the ASUNM Senate
meeting, I wol!ld like to offer some words in support of the ASUNM
Senate.
Senators are elected to serve as trustees of the student money
which totals over one-quarter million a year, and each senator has a
responsibility to examine all the information and look at all
legislation rationally. but ultimately to vote as his/her conscience
dictates. Having spoken to all the senators prior to Wednesday
night's meeting, I fully believe each senator did this in reSpect to
overriding the veto of the Rape Crisis Center, and in respect to
funding for Juniper, a gay counseling center. Additionally, each
senator, like all citizens, has the constitutional right to free speech.
Therefore, 1 found the catcalls, jeers, hissing, and other actions by
some members of the gallery objectionable and reprehensible. If
people cannot differ politically while still viewing each other as
human beings with as much a right to a personal opinion as
themselves, then I feel sorry for how much the human race has
fallen.
Though I supported the concept of 'Junfper, I felt tempted as did
many other senators, to vote against the bill solely to teach the
students hissing etc. some manners.
1 am aware that the students and non-students PJ'esent felt very
emotional about the legislation which was before the senate, but I
· also feel that the least senators who receive no compensation for
their work deserve, is some courtesy while they perform their jobs.
Sincerely,
Louis Tempkin
Senator Pro-Tempore

DOONESBURV

by Garry Trudeau
-;'r.~

•
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'YOUI HONOI, CAN WE JUST TAKE THE PAIDON AND GO?
ENOUGH ALIEADYI'

Letters
Student Against UNM Quality ·charges
getting by freshman level chemistry,
Editor:
After having attended this physics, etc.
institution for four years, many issues , While there do exist several easy
and events have occurred which have courses in a· person's freshman and
set me on a path of uncontrollable sophomore years, by the time a
. frustration. However, one of the most student achieves the status of a junior,
irritating issues is this assumed "low he (she) for the most part is going to
quality of education" which UNM now have to do some work. I do not see Dr.
posesses.
.
, .
Rosenblum of the pscyhology dept.,
To start off With, I don t thonk that or Dr. Johnson of biology giving any of
most classes at UNM are that easy to these so called "blanket A's," I am sure
pass. Grant you, most
of the
ot by
anyfreshman
means that most of the professors teaching
higher division courses are not guilty of
courses are n
extremely difficult, but then again this this unpardonable sin either.
is true of freshman courses at almost
This gets me to my main objection.
any college you go to. What courses, Why should a person sit around and let
then, are they basing all these sub-par the essence of his college career be
allegations ·against? Surely it cannot be demeaned, simply because some idiot
the science courses, since I think even is sitting around saying that a UNM
Ferrel baby would have a hard time education is not truly meaningful. I am

not saying that I have toiled
unceasingly in my studies, but I have
learned a great''deal. I also feel very
competent in my major field of study.
Equally disturbing is the fact that a
graduate from UNM is automatically
held in a lower regard than a graduate
from Harvard, etc, I will give you the
fact that there are a lot of incompetent
graduates from UNM, but there are a
lot of incompetent people graduating
from Harvard also.
In conclusion .I woul.d just simply
like to thank the Lobo, for bringing
out a very important topic concerning
the degree of quality of a UNM
education.
Sincerely,
John Felix

Stupid

the additional purpose of helping to .
keep Regents, faculty and
administrators on their toes. That is as
it should be.
My second reason for writing this is
that I believe that the Regents should
be responsive to UNM students and
attentive to their major concerns. One
of these, obviously, has been the New
Mexico Public Interest Research Group
(PI R G). Not all members of the

Peopl~

would like to rite you guys
about the most intimated
''minority" of them all,· stupid
peeple. I mean it's really bad man. .
When you're stupid you walk into
class and everybody looks at you
with eyes that say "your stupid".
Then you hand in your paper· and
the teach laffs 'cause ya spelled
your name wrong. It's not fair man
if your brown or black or got tits
you can make it if your smart but if

Front

your stupid ya cant. Also most of
the time your born stupid so you
can't help it, you know. Anyway its
about time all us stupid peeple got
together and started a stupid
liberation front 'cause we're really
apressed man, lm specially
interested in stupid girls you can
come oVt!r to my place any time
cause your dubly apressed.
Your truly, Eddy Kurant. ·

Lobo Letter, Opinion Policy
Letters to the Editor ••.
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
· publication. Names will not be .withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member. The letter.will carry
that name, plus the name of that group.

Regents are opposed to the concept of
PIRG. Some of us feel very strongly
that students at a university should be
interested in the world around them
and in safeguarding the public's
interests. The LOBO reported
accurately when it quoted me as saying
that the Regents approve the principles
of PI R G but disagree with the
proposed funding mechanism.
It is unfortunate that the LOBO,
and perhaps some others, have made a
link where none exists between the
PIRG matter and approval by the
Regents of a $3.5 million revenue bond
sale for expansion of University Arena
and c0(1struction .of a new press box
and seating area at Unillersit9'Stlklium.
The two are not related. The bonds to
be issued for the athletic facilitv will
not come out of the "hide" of
education. They do not represent
dollars that might otherwise be put
into the academic mainstream because
the pay-off of those revenue bonds will
come fr.om the fans-the people who
actually sit in the seats. Neither New
Mel<ico's taKpayers nor the students
will have to foot the bill. This
arrangement, in effect a user's fee, will
enable the University to make needed
improvements to our athletic facilities
in a manner thai will have no effect
whatsoever on our academic program.
Once again, I'd like to say that I
appreciate the right and, in fact, the
duty of the LOBO to express its
opinions editorially, but I encourage
discussion and debate based on solid,
factual information. We need that kind
of input into our campus community,
Sincerely yours,
Calvin Horn
President, UNM Regents

With Juniper Idea
By GAIL GOTTLIEB
Psychologists, counselors and psychiatrists at
UNM are largely in favor of Juniper, a
controversial peer counseling center which will
be aimed at and staffed by gay people. .
Nearly 80 per cent of the faculty polled
expressed strong approval of Juniper with two
important additions: sufficient training of
student volunteers and some degree of
professional supervision.
·
John Gluck, assistant professor of psychology,
said "There isn't any objection to it (Juniper) as
long as there is sufficient faculty involvement
and guidance." Gluck added that objective
counseling not based on any particular
movement was also vital in many cases.
Robert Harty, a therapist at the Mental Health
Center, agreed, saying "If a person has a
background in something like that,
homosexuality for example, then they could be
extremely effective and supportive.· However,
just because a person is gay they may not
necessarily be qualified to counsel others."
Lester Libo, a professor of psychiatry, said
that he also approved of the idea, "preferably
with some training to recognize problems that
might require more specialized attention and
need referral."
Richard Levin, coordinator of the mental
health team at the Student Health Center said
that the entire team had read and signed a letter
expressing support of Juniper.
Assistant professor of psychology Samuel Roll
was strongly in favor of Juniper. Roll, who is one
of the founders of Agora, is practically the father
of peer counseling at UNM.
"The only concern I have about it is that
people be appropriately trained. It is important
to know when to refer people.
"Another problem is that often when you
counsel a person who has the same .set of
problems you have, it is easy not to listen as
closely because you assume you already know all
about it.
"Most of the people this group will be reaching
are college-age, a. group that is very prone to

depression, loneliness, and suicide. Any
counseling group is going to be a lot of help, and
Juniper ha.s a good concept behind it."
Some faculty members were less enthusiastic.
Catherine Harris, assistant professor of
psychiatry, said "counseling is a good idea for
anyone, but it should be done by a professional.
I WOl!ld like the idea better if they would be
closely supervised by a professional,"
Peggy Jones, an instructor in psychiatry, said,
"My feeling is that there should be a mix of
people, People . who do counseling should have
some kind of experience, and I think that their
psycho-sexual orientation is irrelevant as long as
they are sympathetic,"
Robert · Kellner, an associate professor of
psychiatry, said that he was opposed to any form
of special·interesl peer counseling and felt that ,
peer-counseling in general "didn't get down to •
the nitty-gritty."
One professor in guidance and co11nseling, who
asked that his name not be released, said that he
was strongly opposed to Juniper.
"I take the position that this is not a normal
lifestyle. Internal preliSures which cause gayness
may stem from deeper pathologies. This is not
always the case, but it is a hazard," he said.
Other, leliS conservative objections included
the possibility that gay counselors, unsure of
their own stance, might attempt to talk unsure
students into gayneliS simply to validate their
own decision. Most of the people polled felt that
this was a danger inherent in any kind of
counseling, and that proper training would
minimize it.
Roll said, "It is about as easy to talk someone
into being gay as it is to talk them out of being
gay. The only thing to beware of is that
occasionally you have a person who has had one
or several homosexual experiences, and thinks he
is a homosexual when actually he is not. As long
as ·they are trained to recognize the
pseudohomosexual, there is no reason why gay
·people can't help him just all effectively as
anyone else."

ORCA Supports
(continued (rom page 1)
they hope to submit to the
legislature to replace URLTA, is
called the Owner-Resident Act
and is chiefly comprised of
"selected better points of other
laws in other states." Supporters
of URTLA have said that tlie
opposing bill is modeled after the
opposition bill in Nebraska where
URLT A has already been enacted
and is presently in force.

Horn Cites Non-Existent Link
Editor:
1 am writing this letter for two
reasons.
One is to commend you and your
staff for the excellent job you are
doing this year informing the campus
community, through your news
columns and your editorial page, about
issues of significant interest. Your alert
reporting and interesting (and
sometimes caustic) commentaries serve

Faculty Agrees

•

Parsons added that URLTA
"does not apply to conditions (in
NM)" and that he "will not
negotiate (with URLTA)."
ORCA expreliSed fear that the
bill would be destroyed "because
of several controversial points
which could be resolved in
committee."
One of the provisions being
fought is the "court cost clause"
which would make the landlord
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An everchanging gallery of clothing, llook.s,
tapestries, leather and surprises from Latm
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Dietz Farm Plaza
40l2R

Anniversary Sale
Save Up To 50%
Stereo Components
and Accessories
Best Selection and
Price, Service TOO

7611 Menaui·N.E.

Open M & F til9
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Friendly Flower Shop
we ,pccitllit.c in green
plunts and mncrame.
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3424 Central S.E. 266-9296
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EARL SADlER'S

Cellar

STILL SERVING
THE FINEST!
BOYLES MEATS
BEVERAGES

' ' ·' the '1/r'NtAG'E ROOM presents

"FROST and BOSSERMAN"
two fine string men-playing evervthihgl

.Q'PE.N 10AM-2PM
CONTINUOUS FOOD SERVICE 11 AM TILL MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY TILL!, COCKTAILS TILL2

in fAll PLAZA

·LOMAS and SAN PEDRO NE

SIDEWALK

-"R\"
This Friday and Saturday
ONLY at Rob's Leather
Goods (across from
Frontier Restaurante)

Shoes in broken sizes
down to half price
some style seHing
as low as $5.00!!!

•
liable for the ·tenant's attorney
fees in any court action where the
landlord is found at fault.
Some people are afraid, ORCA
said, that holding the landlord
responsible for. many repairs will
raise rents. What they do not
realize is that such repairs are tax
deductible.
Despite the expected
opposition to the bill, ORCA said
that there is still a Jot of support
for the bill throughout the state.
A recent survey of UNM
students' lobbying preferences
showed URLTA as the number
one priority.
UNM Lobby Committee
chairperson, Bertha
Sisneros-Parker, said, however,
that though she expects her
committee to approve support,
there would be "no knocking on
doors." The main priority in
lobbying will be for differential
education, she said. The education
iliSUe was, however, last on the
lobby survey.
Under URLTA, the tenant is
given such rights as • restricted
security deposits, prohibiting the
taking of the tenants' personal
property to pay for overdue rent,
and receipt of a two-day written
notice (under mast circumstances)
before the landlord may enter.
Similarly 1 the landlord has such
rights as recovering damages by
tenants, protection from abuse of
services, and protection .from use
of the unit for anything other
than as a residence.
URLTA applies only to
residential rental units and does
not include businesses,
dormitories, fraternity houses, or
homes with roomers or live-in
help.

.

Albuquerque Floral Design
School

Bicycles!
Bicycles!
THE BIKE

Bicycles!

SHOP
81!1 y •••••

Stap by and hav• a laak at
aur ••l•ctian af ta •P••d•
Featuring the

The handmade bicycle from' France
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·dr.
dodo
(Arts & Media Editor's
Note: ·''Pink Flamingos," the

movie dealt with in this version of
"Dr, Dada," plays tomorrow. night
in the SUB Theatre; 7, 9 and 11
p.m. Admission is one dollar,
Catch it if you can for you won't
be seeing another film like it in
Albuquerque for quite some time,
if ever.)
By JEFFREY HUDSON
. Dada days and dada ways:
Where are all the LOBO's. I can't
seem to find any today. Ah, here
is one. In the trash. If all else fails
look in the garbage. You can
always find a LOBO there. Lat's
see what Dr. Dada is doing today.
Hmm, I see, he's taking a
flight .•..
"Flight 1923 is now departing.
All passengers please take your
seats."
"Would you like the smoking
or non·~moking section, sir?" ·
"The non-smoking, please. Less
burn holes in the seats."
Climbin·g aboard Dr. Dada
found his seat in one of the long
luxurious chairs. He tilted the
chair back all the way and got

comfortable. At least until the
chair in front of him dropped into
· his lap.
The movie screen immediately
came down; the plane went dark
as it jerked down the runway.
The film flickered on the screen
to the jolting of the plane. The
title read PINK FLAMINGOS.
"Good, I haven't seen this
one."
It appeared to be a cheap
Southern classic along the lines of
"God's Little Acre" or "Tobacco
Road." A rejected mobile home
situated in the middle of nowhere,
the home of some immense fat
lady sitting in a play pen calling
out: "Babs, Babs. It's 10:30 and
the egg man is not here. Cotton,
Cotton. Babs won't get me my
eggs."
What empathy! The audience's
hearts call out: "Give her her
damned eggs and shut her up."
We soon find out that Babs
Johnson is none other than the
notorious Divine, incognito after
her recent claim to the title of
'The Filthiest Person Alive.' She
seems quite deserving of the title.

She has the appeal of a summa
wrestler in an odd Japanese
theater produ.ction.
She purchases, at a grocers, a
slab of meat that provokes her to
hike her skirt and slap it in
between her thighs and waddle
out of the store but not before
she is accosted by a stdngy haired
gent with a package of wei.ners.
On her way down the street she
.stops to take a wee in someone's
front yard. The movie is building
character.
,
Babs (Divine) is hiding out in
the trailer bacause of" recent
threats on her title. Her worthy
adversaries are a mean husband
and wife team. The red·haried
wife takes children from girls her
chauffeur picks up and
impregnates and sells them to
lesbian couples, Her blue haired
husband scares girls in the park
with a hose tied to his hose. They
are quite worthy . adversaries of
said title.
"Burgh," said the person next
to Dr. Dada. "Now I know why
they give you flight bags. I'd leave
but where can you go on a
plane?"
Up front two unabashed college
otudents laughed uproariously
when a nude guy on the screen
did a ferocious lip sync version of
the Trash men's 'Surf Bird' with
his sphincter muscles. It was
,definitely a new approach.
The demented adversades learn
of the location of Divine's shack
from a spy who gets the
information. in the middle of a
group grope with Divine's son and
a chicken,
They then send the police to
break up Divine's birthday party.
The police are eaten, the fat lady
in the play pen gets engaged to
the egg man ('You mean I can
have a thousand eggs a day!') and
Divine gets some disgusting gifts.
"This movie eats shit,"
complained the guy next to Dr.
~~~~----~--~--·
SCEC invites spec, cduc. students to
meet Mon., Oct. 7, 7:30p.m. in Room
258 of the SUB.
Veterans: Jnfonnal meeting today at
3:45 p.m •. in Student Vets Of!lce,
Room 2009, Mesa Vista North. All vets
urged to attend.

r-------------------------------------------------,~
From ®PIONEER~ f
f

Dada.
And indeed it did, shortly after
Divine rids herself of her
competition she happens upon a
young dog· just finishing its duty.
She scooped in to scoop up the
droppings, tasted it, gummed it a
little, grinned and let it fall back
on the pavement whence it came.
"Stewardess, could you please
let me off in Dallas," Dr. Dada
called out. "It couldn't be any
worse than this."
Running down the steps as the
plane dr(;>ned, impatiently waiting
to get off, he overheard someone
say that Divine was in actuality a
three hundred pound transvestite.
"Thank God. I found that out.
I might have gone through life
with a terribly distorted
impression about the true nature
of Divine."
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with High Polymer Piezoelectric eHect
Compare to ElectroStatic & dynamic phones up to $150

Special price &64.95
this. weeke•cfF
Plus extra trade-in reg. s79'95
allowance on your old set
3011 MONTE VISTA N.E.
(Near Girard & Central N.E.)

DIAL 255-1695
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The Cultural Program Committee

•

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL

..__ _ _..,.. AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

The most common disease in the
world is dental caries or tooth decay,
known to afflict over 53 percent ofthe
population of the United States,

Presents
The

hours,

418 Central S.W.
843-7559

Wednesday, October 9
Tickets $9.00·, ·8.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00
UNM Students w/ activity cards
!6 Price
Tel. 277-3121
a
. , ,r,, r r
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Daily lobo

Sports

~MDT.

The Lobos will be trying to
!1: shake off a narrow 15-10 defeat at
~ the hands of WAC opponent
"Adzona last Saturday at
~ University Stadium. The loss put
if their season record at 1·1·1 with a
t>< win over Colorado State and a tie
with seventh ranked Texas Tech.
In the loss, quarterback Steve
Myer hit on 18 passes to propel
him to the number one spot in the
nation in pass completions per
game. Myer has averaged 18.3
completions hitting on 55 of 92
for a .598 percentage.
Iowa State is 1·2 on the season
getting their first win last week
with an impressive 34·7 victory
over Brigham Young. Before that
game BYU quarterback Gary
Sheide was ranked sixth
nationally in passing but the
Cyclone defense held him to just
four completions dropping him to
20th.

I

in punting with a 42.7 average
despite getting several bad
bounces last we<Jk against
Arizona.

Cove:red
'IIV'ago.n

half of that game.
The tw9 Iowa State losses this

year were to Texas Tech (24-3)
and Washington (31·28).
T.JNM.assistant coach and scout
Harold Qucisser saw the Cyclone~
lose against Texas Tech three
weeks ago when he was scouting
the Red Raiders, and again last
week when they beat BYU and
said they are a much improved
team.
"They're not as quick•"•as
Arizona," said Queisser, "but they
are comparable in every other
way, And they really like to play
at home."
The last time the Lobos played
Iowa State it was at Ames in 1972
and UNM was trounced 31·0.
Iowa State leads the series 4 to 1
with the Lobos winning 10·9 at
home in 1965.
Last year the Cyclones were 4-7
with a tough Big Eight schedule.

UNM Falls In Roadrunner
Jody Anaya, succumbed 6·1, 6·3.
By HAROLD SMITH
UNM also lost all three doubles
The Lobo women's tennis team
was "slaughtered" yesterday by matches making the 9·0 score.
New Mexico plays Northern
the devastating P,erformances of
number-one ranked Arizona State
~)
Jl
in UNM's first match in the
'"" ... ·~
Roadrunner Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament here.
Wolfpack coach Linda Estes
said, "We have a good team and
our kids played well."
"Anyway," Estes said, "it'snice
to get the toughest school out of
the way. We have a chance to win
the rest."
All six of Estes' single-play
racketeers were overrun. Seeded
first, Lobo Therese Sullivan lost
6-1, 6-1 to Sun Devil Isabel Ortiz.
JoAnne Boehning was beat, and
beat bad 6·0, 6·0. Helen Harbert
scored consistently in her first set
respectably losing 7·5, but she
dropped dramatically in the
second 6·0.
by Cathy wai>CKJI
Elizabeth Udel followed" her
Harbert was edged 1·5 in
teammates similarly losing 6·0, the first set but then fell 6·0
6-1. Mindy Sherwood was
defeated 6·2, 6·2 and the most ending the Lobos only chance for
player on

thje:;5te~a~m5,~a~~~~c~to~ryifiiasiiAiSiUiisk~u;n;k~e;d~t~h~em.
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Bugger City Presents

Tbilisi Polyphonic Choir
.80 Singers, Dancers, Musicians

c•

. The Cougars got only 11 yards
m total offense during the first

~

!_~proved

SOVIET GEORGI~~
DANCERS

newspapers at:

By DEL JONES
The UNM football team finds
,.!::> itself llway from home for the
~ first time this year as it travels to
0 Ames Iowa to take on the Iowa
.~ State Cyclones Saturday at 1Z;30

..
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Brandy & Friday §

• • • and 27 other out-of-state
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This could be the S
§ last time . . .
i
i~ It looks like. our last J·J
i stand . . . In me· i
5 mory of Rosa's and §
§ the good times we i
~ plan to go out in style. ~
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the world's largest exclusive
stereo components manufacturers-

Intramural and Recreational
Checkout progrm. J.D. required. Small
fee for camping equipment. Other
equipment includes tents, snowshoes.
Reservations can be made a week in
advance at Carlisle Gym during office

THE DAILY OKLAHOMA

Lobes Blow Into Ames
To Play Big 8 Cyclones

In total offense UNM
quarterback Steve Myer ranks
11th in the nation with 199.3
yards p<Jr game average. Punter
Steve Bauer is sev<Jnth nationally

and

HOT BUTT€R€D ROLL
Fri.-Sun.

$1.00
Hum. Bldg. Theater

8: IS pm
~~~~~

DiaW!ond$
For l-liWt
SUDDilNLY SERIOUS?
You'll feel a1 home here
with our understanding staff.

the Store for Diamonds

2312 CENTRAL SE
ON UNIVERSITY HILL

butterfil!ld jereelers@>
.

your personal service jeweler

"""'··"'"

Colorado and Colorado today at !J
a.m. and 2:30 p.m. respectively.
Saturday UNM meets Western
State College of Colorado at noon
in the final day of action.
The tournament is hosting ten
teams from Ariz., Colo., Nev.,
N.M. and Utah.
"It saves money," Estes said.
"With ten schools coming to one
site we can play three or four
schools. It's a good idea even if we
had unlimited funds. You can save
by just using your head."

Lobo Prey
WATER POLO:
A
varsity-alumni water polo match
will be staged Friday, 6:30 at the
University Pool. Among the
returning alumni will ba John
Driscoll, Jan War, Erick Philips,
and three time All-American and
this year's UNM coach Rick Klatt
WOMEN'S TENNIS: The
second and third rounds of the
Roadrunner tennis tournament
will be played Friday and
Saturday at the UNM north and
cast courts. Action begins at 9:00
a.m. Friday with the last matches
beginning at 3:30. Saturday's
tennis begins at 8:00 a.m. with
final action beginning at noon (see
tennis story above).
WOMEN'S FIELD
HOCKEY: The UNM field
hockey team takes on the Santa
Fe prep team Saturday in Santa
Fe.
FOOTBALL: 'I'he Lobos try to
bounce back from their defeat to
Arizona last week by traveling to
Ames, Iowa to take on the
Cyclones of Iowa State. Game
time is 12:30 M.D.T. and Kon
radio will carry it live.
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL:
You can still see a football game ·
here F'riday night at 7:30 when
the Wcllfpups take on the Air
Force freshmall team. 'No
admission charge.
GOLF: The Tucker
tournament, one of the largest in
the United States will be played
on UNM's south course beginning
Wednesday and. running through
Saturday. More details will be
provided)n next week's LOBO.
SOCCER: Plenty of soccer will
be played Sunday on the fields
east of Johnsoll Gym. Action
bagi11s at 11:00 •

Wine Tasting

Nectarose
fine light French Rose
"anything goes with nectarose"

Cheese by Salmagundi line
Fri. 2-6 pm Sat 1-6 pm

-35 Winrock
Center, NE
Telephone
298-7811

SPURS meeting Oct, 6 at 2:30 p,m.,
1129 Vassar, N ,E. Bring money for
dues and pins. Also $2 required in
advance to attend regional conference.
For more info call Yvonne (242·9659)
or Elsie (344·6468),
.

. CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ratee; 10¢ per word per daJ with a

tt.OO per da:v minimum chU'Ire, or 6f

Per word per d&J with a 60¢ per da:v
minimum C:hanre for ads published five
or more consecutive d&JI,
Terms : Payment muat be made In fuJI
prior to insertion of advertllement.
Where: Marron Hall, Room 182
&r bJI mail
Cluaifted Advertlsine
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M, 87181

1)

PERSONALS

JBD-You arc the flrst on my favorite
things, Please be patient. GAH.
10/'
JOIN THE UNIVERSITY of Albuquerque intcrm tour to the heart of Italy,
30 Dec. 1974·9 Jan. 1975. Tour includes
round trip air fare, hotels, breakfasts,
visiting Rome, Florence. Naples area.
Academic credit available. Price S545.
Call Division of Humanities. 243·9461,
10/7
FOR WHEN THINGS get out of hand I
Call AGORA 27'1·3013, we're here to
listen.
10/4
ARE YOU QUALIFIED In submarines?
US Submarine veterans want :vou. For
infonnation caD Steve 255-6312.
10/4
ALL YOU CAN EAT - Spaghetti &:
salad bar, 11.95. Every Sunday 4-8 Jlm
a~ Pepino's, 4310 Central SE.
10/4
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have frlencls who eare at Blrthrleht.
2&7-9819.

2) LOST & FOUND

.,

Boogie on Homc-NM Homecoming
7 4 T·shirts will be given to UNM
students on a first-come basis in the
Alumni Office, 200 SUB.
1

The Symphony of Life pre:;ent~;
lectures on meditation and

3) SERVICES

5)

FREE RETAil. CATALOG: Pipes, water•
pipes, bon!ls, ci!larette papers, rolling
machines, auperstones, clips, under.
ground comix, etc.: Gabriella's Goodies,
Box 43.C, Hollywood, CA. _90028, 10/10
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION.
· UNM guitar major, Student of Hector
Garcia. 265·2595.
10/7 ,
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbon·
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
rates. 298-7147.
10/2
BICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST. Lowest·
J)ossible prices on wheel building, tru·
ing, overhauls, adjustments. Same day
service. Frame & fork repairs. New &
l.llled bikes .ftn• sale, 268·7290.
10/9

20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60, 441 Wyom·
lng NE, 265-5987.
10/23
BACKPACKERS - COme inspect New
Mexico's moet complete .selection of
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
PADDLEBALL, RAQUETS and balls on sale this week at the Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE. 842-9100.
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquets, balls,
shorts, shoes, .&: shirts now on sale at
the Bike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842·9100.

4)

FORRENT

2-BDRM HOUSE, $86 mo, $85 deposit,
707 Arno SE, 842-0361.
10/8
ROOMMATE WANTED for luxury 2-bed·
room apartment. $95 included Utilities,
10/7
299-0362.
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder overnight
tfn
sleep tomorrow, 766·1111.
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS- An
apartment complex for the :voumr and
the young at heart. Rents start at $130.
Large awlmmin~r pool. Elllcieneies .t:
1 bdrm available, fumillhed or un·
furnished. Walking distanee to UNM.
10/4
1620 Unlveralt:v NE. 243·2.C94.
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooms.
Very elean, near UnlveraltJ and north
Wl!ftt. 242·78U, 247·1008, 242·1871.
Un
TRADE-TWO MAMUJA 21,4 X 2% 3
lenses Lietz 35mm enlarger for Lclca
Mol, 4516 Central NE.
10/10

CHRISTMAS GRO~U
...P~.A~I..,.R..,.FA..,.-R...,E..,.S:-D-en-.
vcr, Dallu, Chlcqo, LA. Call Atlas,
266-8074.
10/8
SPANISH TUTOR needed for graduate
student. Prefer native of Spanish-apeak·
fng eountry. 265-9680.
10/9
PROFESSIONAL CARPET CLEANING,
JivJngo room and hall cleaned profes·
alonally for only 116 also iOBtallatlons,
2.C2·6969.
10/9
PASSPORT, mENTIFICATION phob.
Low•t price. In town, fut, pleulnc.
Near UNII. CaD 28&·2CU or eome to
1717 Glrarcl H.JC,

KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, 129.95, com·
Plete sYBtem.s, 159,95, beaten, $27.50.
Water TriPI, 3407 Central NE. Acr0t11
from Arblee. 268·8455.
tfn

LOST: GIRL'S BLUE windbreaker w/
gold emblem, St. Edwards Univel'llity,
KC. 277-'284 Please.
"
10/7
LOST: a mo. old white male Samoyed
named Nicholas. Lost Unlvel'l!ity area
.• _9/28. Reward. Tony 266·.C3C5
10/7

3) SERVICES

Jewish St\ldent Union, Hillel, will
have a meeting and hold elections
today at 8:30 p.m. at JCC Bldg,, 110
Amherst Dr., S.E.
The Orthodo" Baha'i Club will hold
Fireside, Mon., 8 p,m, in Apt, 17;
Married Student Housing comple",
Lomas and Yale.

FOR SALE

Correction
Lynn Weber is a he, not a she,
as was incorrectly stated in
yesterday's LOBO. Sorry about
that.
Our typesetter says she's sorry
for editing copy ...

VVAW/WSO is sponsoring a dance ~
in the SUB, Sat. between 7·11 p.m. '
Music by "Happy Trails." $1 a head,
$"J
Attention engineering majors!
Bechtel Corp. of Calif. will show a
corpo:.:ate information film on Mon., at
7:30 p.m. in Room 2114, Me~ Vista
South. :Recruiting, Oct. 8 and 9, For
more. info contact Career Services
Center, Room 2130, Mesa Vi$ta Sollth.
Northeast Heights Democrats'
October Festival, Sunday, Oct. 6, 12·5
p.m. at Los Altos Park, lOfOO Lomas
Blvd., N.E.
Mexican dance class, Tues. and
Thurs. from 6-7:30 p.m. ir;l Carlisle
Gym. Students free.
~

f

~

CUSTOM GOLD wedding & dinner rings
by Charlie Romero, · 268·3896,
12/6

....
CD

PADDLE BALL RACQUETS: BaUs-Jots
left and still on sale at the Bike Shop,
823 Yale SE. 842·9100, Racquets u low
as $9.99 and balls at 99c each.
10/7

-.1

Jl:l,.

BICYCLES! BICYCLES I Now is the time
for a new 10-speed. Prices have been
lowered as winter approaches and we
have a terrific selection. The Bike Shop,
823 Yale SE. 842·9100.
10/7
BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gitane and
other flne European Bicycles. Over 100
in stock, S75 to $500. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Pl. SE,
. four blocks from UN:M. 843·9378. tfn
STEREO HEAD PHONES 14.915, 8 foot
cord, soft ear pads. United Freleht
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
Un
OLD MIRAGES 1968 throutrh 1970. 11.00
each, room 132, .Marron Hall.
tfn

6)
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• "This film has to be seen to be
••• believed and chances are even then
you won't believe it. Director
••• Downey's exclusive brand of
•• devilishly daft humor shows true
•· inspiration."
• -Kathleen Carroll, New York Daily News

GreclterJ

EMPLOYMENT

5) FORSALE
HANG-GLIDER, very attractive &: well
balanced, excellent condition, must scU.
842·1236.
10/9
POTTER'S WHEEL, Amaco - 2-specd,
electric, $85, 265·2634 or 266·2653, 10/9
15' BROWNING ALUM. CANOE, $150.
344-7.C92, excelh;nt condition.
10/4
MEN'S 10-speed bike, 26", $100 or best
oll'er, 266-~954.
10/7
GERMAN SHEPHERD Puppies sire: Ch,
Diamond Jim, CD born 8/22/'I.C. 294·
8926, 929 Morrill NE.
10/7
EXOTIC BEADS from around the world.
Turquoise & ilflver jewelry. The Bead
Shaman. Old Town.
ten
MARTIN GUITAR 1958, 0-18, $400, 281·
5112.
10/'1
BEAUTIFUL AUSTIN-HEALEY 3000
Mark I. About S1360. Call 294·'1623 or
277-~485.
10/4
OLD MmAGES, some 20 :vean old ••1.00
each, room 182, Marron HaD.
'72 DATSUN PICKUP, owner going
abroa<J $2000 or make oll'cr. Jerry, 262·
10/
0607 alter 6 P.M.
TWO SANSUI SP 3500 sJ)eakel'll. large.
100 Watt output capacity. 268·3729
10/7
evenings.

CASH REWARD. Opal setting !oat at
9/28 football game. Sentimental value,
2~2-2412.
10/7
FOUND: SEVEN KEYS on a ring &:
lert in ASUNM government offices, GM,
Samsonite &: other keya. Identify &:
elaim, rm 132, Marron HaD.
10/9
FOUND: AFGHAN HOUND, Sycamore
&: Gold area, call 266·26.C4 to Identify,
10/8

self-realization each Sunday night at
7:30p.m. at the UNM Honor~; Center.
Sigma Nu fraternity is forming a
chapter at UNM. Sigma Nu will have
:rePresentatives in the SUB today to.
answer youi questions about the
fastest growing fraternity in the U ,S,

-

R ESERVE SPECIAL FORCES A·team
organizing. Need EX-SF-ABN, call HaJ,
10/4
255-3697.
CHILD CARE - AGE 3·5, SE Heigh~
in bilingual home, 765·6542 (after ·li
PM).
10/8
SCRIPTURE READING, PrQ'en, IOQI,
dally '1 Pll, 425 Unlvenlb' NIC, Canterbury Chapel.
10/14

••
•••

••
••
•••
•·

Friday 7-9-11
$1.00 Sub Cinema 272-2031
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FA EE FILMS
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·November 191 1974
LOVE LETTERS with Jennifer Jones and
BACK STREET with Irene Dunn and
Joseph Cotten filmed in 1945. Showing
John Boles filmed in 1932. Showing at
·
2 p •m .
at 1· o a.m.. 12 noon,
10 a.m., 11:45 a.m., and 1:30 p.m.
• tJecember 3, 1974
October 15, 1974
REBECCA with Laurence Olivier... and
LOST HORIZON with Ronald Colman
Joan Fontaine filmed in 1940 and
and Jane Wyatt filmed in ,. 937 . Showing at. directed by Alfred Hitchcock Showing
10 a.m., 12:15, and 2: 30 p.m.
at 10 a.m., 12 noon, and 2 p.m.
November 5. 1974
O~E.LY HEA,~i~
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION with Rock
\,:
FILM
~
CLASSICS
Hudson and Jane Wyman filmed in
1954. Showing at 10 a.m., 12 noon, 2 _p.m.
U.NM. STUDENT UNION
THEATRE 277·2031
All of the above films will be shown in the SUB theater and are
sponsored by the Student Activities Center and the New Mexico Union.
October 8, 1974
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,.J-~!14 ~,..eat &sea'
At • CoH•• Hause ·7-t2P"' Fr•·

Friday Night
Marsha McMurray Bill Parnall
Gary Mayhew
Amateur Hour

7:00·8:00 p.m.
EXERCISE IN POOR TASTE

$e

Admission 24 •
-~-~---------~~---~-.

Pizza SUB Room 129

f

